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Comments
1. Were your personal objectives in attending the workshop satisfied?
- Personal questions answered. Thank you!
- Give examples: worksheets, forms, etc. would be better
- Would have liked more detail (a little)
- Excellent knowledge
- Very good info - helps w/confidence
- More than satisfied. Very informative and comfortable
- I had already filed for legal separation
- Good info regarding divorce process & options
- I really enjoyed the whole presentation. The open forum format is a big help. Thank you for all the information. I feel educated and
empowered to start the divorce process.
- The presentation today was extremely helpful in clearing up questions I had. Everyone was courteous and helpful
- I felt that the presentation was well organized. I really appreciate receiving the Divorce Options booklet to have all the information to
take home and refer to later. I also really appreciated learning from an attorney, financial planner, and family therapist.
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- I appreciated learning about the aspects of divorce that I hadn't known - social security regulations etc. I also appreciated comments
made about basically softening my approach with the divorce agreement, especially when my husband is buying non cooperative. It has
made me rethink my behavior. Thank you!
- Was a little hard to know what to expect
- More detail on financials would be great
- Very informative
- Excellent presentation
- Military service member knowledge was minimal
2. Was the information provided in the workshop…?
- Difficult since there are so many situations
- Individual questions added a nice dimension
- I was aware of most information
- Hard to know at this point
- Enough considering time of meeting
- Im biased, I work in finance and real estate
- I enjoyed how each volunteer covered their specialities.
- However, I still have personal questions.
- Very valuable info
3. Were the objectives stated in the promotional literature or these stated at the beginning of the workshop satisfied?
- Didn't read or review anything prior
- Excellent resources
- Satisfied
- I wasn't sure exactly what would be covered, but this is good
4. Would you recommend the workshop to other individuals?
- Good starting point
- All very good info, knowledgeable and caring presenters
- Thank you kindly!
- Very informative
- Excellent workshop
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-

Thank you all, very holistic.
helpful for both my wife and I to attend. I think this will help build trust.
This is so helpful
My wife needs to attend this

5. How might we improve the workshop?
- This was very helpful
- Get right to the point. Work on the powerpoint and giving examples.
- It would be easier to follow if its more organized - too much switching up presenters.
- As parking fees have changed, please advise on page
- Talk about in process divorces & what needs to be filed
- A little more detail
- I can't think of anything, other than more courses.
- Info about anticipated costs. I still have no idea about what to expect. Maybe a literal checklist of materials too.
- I like taking notes on slides so I would pass out the packets up front.
- No suggestions
- Sending slides or more details ahead of time would be nice
- Advertise on television
- Maybe start it a bit later on weekend
- Start a little later
- My finding is this is very detailed, but mostly focused on complicated situation. I think covering simple situations a little more would be
helpful
- The workshop covered everything in good detail and allowed for question and answer
- It was excellent, thank you for providing some insight on our divorce options
- A little more info on-line regarding the agenda
- Sometimes I couldn't hear the male speaker, just needed more volume. The hotel was quite noisy sometimes.
- Hand out an outline at the beginning
- Maybe having an agenda and scenarios would be helpful and also sharing some powerpoint presentation with the group.
- I thought it was fine as is.
- NextDoor
- Share slides as handouts.
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- I feel few real life examples (not confidential matters) and how collaborative helped in those cases would help us to evaluate. Just a
suggestion!
- Include more in mortgage and real estate
- More opportunity for questions between sections (although today's workshop was small enough to allow questions during presentation)
- Maybe on website advise people a basic outline of what to expect and recommend coming with any questions.
- For me, I wanted to explore more divorce vs. not divorce just living separately.
- Maybe an agenda ahead of time. however, the information was great.
- More handouts
- Don't let the landscapes turn on their power equipment
- It's hard emotionally to attend when one party (me) doesn't want the split, but still very helpful to gather information and I'm grateful to
have attended. Maybe acknowledgement that both parties may not be in the same place.
- Provided disclosure and custody agreement templates, other types of templates that might help start dialogue.
- Ensure the location is good/available
- Thought the workshop was great
- It was an informative beginning. Can't say how to improve it at this point. It was great.
- I really appreciate it all.
- All good
- None needed - very helpful
- Decrease time, there was some information I felt was mentioned more than once and not needed. Overall it was helpful and good
speakers. Thank you!
- Have tissues
- I loved everything about it
- Superbly done! Thank you!
- Perfect amount of info
- Thought it was a very informative and great.
- Show sample documents
- Consider handing out the "For our Guests" and that info isn't copied from slides/works, and that supplement notes can be written.
- Update the powerpoint. Give out eh powerpoint as a handout.
- More structured time for Q&A as we seem to go into tangents.
- Tailor it to the individual attending. That was more time can be spent on individual needs if its a small group.
- Maybe break into 1 on 1 session to address specific situations, although I felt a lot of that was covered during the break, if we chose to.
- Would have loved to have the mental health professional in the room.
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6. Do you have any suggestions for how we can make more people aware of our DO workshop?
- Library, schools, colleges, and public
- Make sure local therapists are aware of the program.
- Connect with health workers
- Link this to Google search
- Advertise in local newspaper
- Very effective through counselor… Is info in the family law and downtown law library
- Radio ads
- Start a Meetup.com group
- Advertise in local newspaper
- Therapists and office lobbies
- Company Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs)
- Radio ad, guest on Armstrong + Getty radio show or similar talk radio.
- Try to promote this at work places. The session was very helpful. Good job by all the presenters.
- Send employees info by mail drive during benefit renewal periods
- Post notice in multiple places - community web-based notice boards
- Would love to work together with our group at Second Saturday
- CA State Fair
- Yes, consult with me I may be able to help your marketing effort.
- It was a bit hard to find dates and location on the web site. It talked about the class but it took me a moment to find the link.
- Let 1st line providers know e.g. primary care physicians, Sacramento Bar
- Distribute to all family law practices
- Mary Molinaio's $475/hr scared me so I kept reading her website & discovered collaborative practice.
- Outreach to family law attorney. My atty had never heard of the course.
- More commercials - radio, TV other media
- Tell friends
- Internet
- Advertisements
- Facebook, event sites
- Additional advertisements
- Provide literature in therapist's offices. Get listed on Placer County Divorce self-help website.
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-

Facebook advertising
Parent magazine ads and local Facebook groups
Concerted effort to inform all, pasters, public law, MFT
Advertise if possible radio or TV
More advertisement and word of mouth
Mabesome Google analytics so it appears high on searchase for California Divorce or Sacramento Divorce
Advertise through mental health professional, particularly LMFTs

7. How did you hear about this workshop? (Others detail)
- Enterprise Newspaper
- Joe Siau
- Woodland Democrat
- Therapist listserv
- EAP @ Kaiser
- HR at work
- EAP
- Next Door
- SHRA Conference Expo
- Brochure
- Therapist newsletter
- Pod meeting
- Facebook
- Facebook
- Facebook
- Joe Siau
- Facebook
- Davis Enterprise
- Facebook
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